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Music 

Music brings so much into our lives.  For just a 
minute, sit and think about what the world would 
be like without music.  Sit in absolute silence and 
think. 

What do you think?  What are some ways that 
music affects us?  How does it add to our world?  
Discuss for a minute. 

Now think, what would the world be like without 
music?  Discuss with a classmate for a minute.



Mr. Sun
Raffi

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.



Set a Fire
Will Reagan and United Pursuit

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.



I Believe
Nikki Yanofsky

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:



Gold Guns Girls

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.

Metric

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:



Hysteria

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.

Muse

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:



Videotape

• The feelings that you are experiencing. 
• Any memories or thoughts it evokes. 
• The overall impact it has on you. 
• What you believe the purpose is.

Radiohead

❖Listen to the following song.  As you do, make bullet 
point notes about:



Reflect

Mr. Sun - Raffi 

Set a Fire - Will Reagan and United Pursuit 

I Believe - Nikki Yanofsky 

Gold Guns Girls - Metric 

Hysteria - Muse 

Videotape - Radiohead 

Why did these each have the particular impact that 
they did?



How do you decide?

Where do you go to figure out what music YOU 
will listen to?   

What are some determining factors?   

Discuss.



Music reviews

Some people rely on music reviews to help them 
decide what music they will make as a part of 
their lives. 

Music reviews are important!  There has been a 
shift recently, just as we discussed with movie 
reviews.  Music reviews can now be found mostly 
online, but still exist in print form via 
newspapers, magazines, etc.



STEP ONE:  COLLECT ING

Choose a song or album that you want to review.  
For our purposes, you will review one song.  

Once you have decided, listen to the song several 
times.  Write down how you feel while listening.  
Also jot down objective thoughts about the song.   

Research background material about the band and 
the album cover.



NARDWUAR

http://nardwuar.com/rad/nardwuar-vs-black-keys/ 

The Vancouver grand-master of band research. 

http://nardwuar.com/rad/nardwuar-vs-
kasabian/ 

http://nardwuar.com/rad/nardwuar-vs-kasabian/


STEP T WO: OVE RV IE W

Start with the facts.  Tell the reader the name of the 
song, album, and band.  Talk about the style of music 
and past music they have written.   

Give the simple details. 

Honeymoon, Lana Del Rey's follow-up to her 
2014 album, Ultraviolence, is at times 
brilliant and occasionally boring, a record 
that moves and morphs, taunts and mystifies, 
like the Caterpillar in Alice in Wonderland. 



STEP T WO: OVE RV IE W

Give your impressions and point of view, but do it in a way that 
brings it alive.  Use poetic language to express the deep emotions 
the song brings out.   

There's an assertiveness and confidence to Chvrches' 
approach now, as evidenced by explosive opener "Never 
Ending Circles" and the Depeche Mode nod on "Clearest 
Blue," which show the trio of Mayberry, Martin Doherty 
and Iain Cook readily pushing their sounds to new heights 
and depths. These songs may feature their slickest 
production yet, but they avoid feeling hollow thanks to 
Doherty and Cook's keen ear for bridging together 
disparate elements with laser precision, all while allowing 
Mayberry's pointed lyrics to come through. 



STEP THREE: SPECIFICS

Discuss specific parts of the song that you really liked and why 
and also discuss parts of the song that you thought could be 
better and why.  Perhaps a certain phrase simply doesn’t belong.  
Say that and discuss why! 

But there are limitations to the complexity of [Lana Del 
Rey’s] Honeymoon. Many of the songs share repetitive 
orchestral elements, which makes 14 tracks feel 
bloated — less so, though, if one treats Honeymoon as a 
concept album, a 66-minute Quaalude-and-wine dream 
musical that spans the history of Hollywood and 20th 
Century cinema (every song makes some reference, big 
and small, to pop culture), and centres on a tormented 
love affair.



STEP FOUR: CRITIQUE

Discuss the band or artists and how this piece of 
work compares to other work that they have done. 

Is this work better, worse, or similar?  Do you think 
that this is the best piece of work the band has done?   

If you have no experience with the artist or it is a 
new artist talk about the kind of first impression that 
the music has created upon you.



STEP FIVE: CONCLUSION

Summarize your final thoughts in a paragraph 
that leaves the reader with a clear idea of how 
you feel.   

Tell the reader if they should or should not buy 
or listen to this piece of music.   

Leave them with an impression! 

Rate it!



STEP FIVE: CONCLUSION

With Mayberry's recent participation in 
the discussion of misogyny on social media 
and in music, it's easy to view these songs 
through the lens of feminism, but it's just 
one of the many compelling facets of Every 
Open Eye's overall scope. These are songs 
about love, but also fighting for what you 
believe in. On penultimate track "Bury It," 
Mayberry offers a mantra that succinctly 
covers it all: "Bury it and rise 
above." (Glassnote/Universal)


